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You MIGHT be an Aussie who 

qualifies as getting older if…

 You know which bridge suffered a partial collapse during 

construction in 1970

 West Gate Bridge in Melbourne

 You know which Australian won the Men’s Singles title at 

Wimbledon in 1987

 Pat Cash

 You voted for the candidate who became Prime Minister 

of Australia in 1994

 Paul Keating



You are pretty likely to be an OLD Aussie 

if…

You know about the “other” Blamey who was 

here way before me…



The important point is…

 People with haemophilia could be any of these 

chronological ages

 The concept of ageing is contextual – a combination 

of chronology, lived experience, and level of function

 It is a concept that haemophilia treatment teams do 

not define nor address in a uniform or standard 

manner





What is the status quo?

40%



Status Quo – Exercise by Age Group

 74% of children aged 5-12 years did less than the 

recommended amount of exercise by age group

 92% aged 13-17 were below the recommendation

 52% aged 18-64 did less than recommended

 70% of adults did no strength-based activities

 75% of Aussies aged 65+ fell short

Inactivity is correlated with increasing levels of 

obesity and musculoskeletal conditions such as arthritis



And yet…



Ageing...Do we like that term?

 Historically PWH have heard phrases like:

 He’s 20, with the joints of a 60 year old…

 He’s old before his years…

 He’s a young man in an old man’s body…

 Are those phrases descriptive enough or indeed 

even accurate?

 Are those phrases potentially detrimental to our 

purpose?



What About…

 Independent…

 Pre-Dependent…

 Dependent…



ICF

 International Classification of Function

 Removes the focus from impairments, and deals with 

an individual’s ability in terms of interacting in their 

environment

 Emphasises participation and maximising function as 

keys to success



The notion that exercise is beneficial

for all people rings more true as we age…

Key Point…

For all PEOPLE including all people with

bleeding disorders



 Independent…

 Pre-Dependent…

 Dependent…



PROPRIOCEPTION



Importance and Incidence of Falling



Achievable Results…



What is Required?

 Meta-analysis of 44 studies found that 50 hours of 

exercise was the mininum amount required to reduce 

both rate, and risk of falls

 Optimised dosing was to complete the 50 hours over 

6 months or less – at least 100 hours per year

 There are risks however…to “falling” short of the 

target  



What is Included?

 To be effective, the program needs to include 

moderate to high challenge balance exercises

 Balance or Balance + Strength…Strength alone 

does not yield the desired effect

 Static and Dynamic components; structured and 

progressed individually to challenge each patient

 Partnering between disciplines yields the best results

 Important to remember that people with upper limb 

dysfunction are potentially at increased risks for 

falls 



In Summary

 Flexibility, Endurance, Strength, and Balance

 The rise of co-morbidities – some that we used to 

believe PWH had an ironic immunity to – have 

added a layer of necessity to promote exercise

 Individualising programs is crucial, but there is no 

escaping the necessity to make exercise routines a 

regular and ongoing part of weekly life
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